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Special Thanks...
...to our community partners Robin Kozloff, Emily Griswold, Jesikah Maria Ross, and everyone we’ve interacted
with in the Davis Manor Neighborhood. It was clear to us from the beginning that Davis Manor is a special
neighborhood full of diverse needs, values, and aspirations. Everyone we spoke with was respectul, constructive,
and eager to help. Without such an engaged and inviting community, this project would never have been
possible.
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Introduction
Design is often done individually, removed from the site. However, the design paradigm is quickly
changing. In order to create spaces that better reflect community needs, designers are increasingly
needing to interact with the communities they are designing for. Through constant and consistent
interaction, designers can more easily create spaces that reflect community values. This class, LDA 141:
Community Participation and Design, prepares sustainable environmental design and landscape
architecture students for real- world design processes.
For this project, we teamed up the Davis Neighborhood Manor Council (DMNC) to proactively design
future uses of the city of Davis Corp yard. If, for some reason, the city decides to sell off or rezone the
Corp yard, the community will be prepared with design plans that reflect what the community would
like to see built, or not built, at the site.
This booklet summarizes class projects, community outreach, and final renderings produced for the
site. The entire project was an immersive learning process for LDA 141 students and Davis Manor
residents alike. After many formal and informal conversations, iterations of designs, and workshop
activities, we were able to produce renderings for the site that incorporated community wants and
aspirations.
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Davis Manor
The Davis Manor neighborhood was the area of focus
for this site. The community is located in east Davis,
adjacent to the downtown core. The neighborhood is
bounded by L street to the west, 8t h street to the
north, Pole Line Road to the east, and 5th street to the
south. Along 5th street, just south of the Corp yard,
there is a variety of small to medium sized
businesses serving a variety of needs. At the northern
portion of the neighborhood, there is a strip mall with
a Grocery Outlet, a Dollar Tree, along with a variety of
other businesses. At the northwest corner, there is a
small charter school. Within the neighborhood, the
majority of buildings are single family homes,
roughly 1400-1600 square feet in size, built in the
1950’s. Along Pole Line Road and Lehigh Drive, there
are some multi-family units. Finally, a cohousing
development exists along N Street. The neighborhood
is tight knit, as well as being diverse and unique.
Within the community there are people of a variety of
ages, backgrounds, and ethnicities. During the first
Friday of every month, the community gets together
at “Happy(ness) Hour”, hosted by one of the
neighbors.
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Davis Manor: A Connected Community
Despite being small in size, the Davis Manor neighborhood has a long history of community
organization. The neighborhood has been actively organizing events in the area for about 20
years. In 2014, the loose association transformed into the more official Davis Manor
Neighborhood Council (DMNC). Within the DMNC exists the Creative Action Team (CATs). The
CATs are responsible for organizing neighborhood activities including the monthly Happy(ness)
hour. With the creation of the DMNC, a community email listserv with about 70 community
members on it was set up.
Both the DMNC and CATs have made a significant effort in improving the community. They
have done so through various projects such as streamlining the community mural on M and
Duke Street, various community gatherings such as Neighbor’s Night Out, and many
community-focused programs.
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Map of Site (Davis Corp Yard)

Project Site shaded in
RED
The City of Davis Corp Yard is an approximately 291,900 square foot lot (~6.75 acres) located at the southwestern corner of the
Davis Manor Community. In its current state, the Corp yard includes around 30 prefabricated offices and various city
vehicles. The eastern portion of the site has been converted into a very popular community garden. The building on the far
western portion of the site just got transformed into a daytime homeless respite center. The goal for this project was to
imagine the site if the city decided to move all their Corp yard needs somewhere else. What could a flat, 291,900 square foot
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space do for the Davis Manor neighborhood?

Project Goals
Our project goals embody what the residents of the Davis Manor expressed as essential. We consider these goals to be
crucial in order to preserve and grow Davis Manor’s unique culture as well as benefit the residents within and outside the
area. Our goals are as follows:
1. Implementing and increasing green space
2. Improve site mobility and community circulation
3. Increase community engagement

Green Space: From our site visits, site analysis, and communication with Robin and the community, we came to the
conclusion that green space was not only wanted within the community, but necessary for the space. Within Davis Manor,
there are only two notable green spaces: N Street Park and the Community Gardens. Both did not satisfy the space or the
residents. Implementing green design would fulfill the residents’ desires to increase socialization and connectivity with
natural spaces.

Site Mobility and Community Circulation: Our site analysis as well as visits to the site gave us an understanding
that the current site was essentially a barrier to the community and causing a cutoff of Davis Manor to 5th Street. Aside
from that, the Corp yard makes it difficult for bikes or walkers to navigate around the space. The team plans on
bike-friendly roads, roads connecting N Street to 5th Street, and overall creating open space that is maximizes mobility and
circulation to the community.

Community Engagement: As a team of students coming into a well-established community, we were compelled to
immerse ourselves as best we could. We felt that it was important for us to go door-to-door to get opinions, take part in
community events, and create a workshop that would bring Davis Manor together to envision a use for the Corp Yard. From
these engaging processes we found that residents wanted more spaces to gather as a community, informing our final
designs.
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Timeline
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Walking the Corp Yard
In order to familiarize us to the neighborhood,
one of our community partners, Robin, gave us a
tour of Davis Manor. As designers, it was
important for us to get our “feet on the ground”
to really understand the site. While the Corp
yard is a publicly owned compound, it is not
open to visitors. As a group, we were able to get
a glimpse of the site, but weren’t able to venture
in too far. What we noticed on our brief, first
visit were the temporary buildings, the large
amount city vehicles, and the ground covering
being majority asphalt. About a month later,
two of our group members contacted a Corp
yard site supervisor and arranged a guided tour
with the head of maintenance for the city of
Davis. They were not able to take pictures but
did gather more information on the history of
the site, purpose of the corp yard, types of trees,
and other small details.
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Walking the Neighborhood

↑ Roundabout Garden

Resident Front
Yard

→
When walking the Davis Manor neighborhood, the big details we noticed were speeding
cars, lack of green space, and wide streets. All along 5th Street are commercial
buildings, including a yoga studio, tire shop, plant nursery, the community garden and
more. Stand-alone homes often are lavished with artistic or green front yards, and the
sidewalks are lined with trees that in some places form a dense canopy over the streets.
In the intersection of M St and Colgate lies a round-a-bout that had been beautified with
plantings. This project was done in a community attempt to slow traffic, distracting
drivers into slowing by displaying an attractive garden. However it is not effective.
Where M St meets Duke Drive lies a street mural that was designed as a community,
reflecting resident quirks and values.

↑ Street Mural
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Walking the Neighborhood (cont.)
In the west portion of Davis Manor along
5th street are the City of Davis Community
Gardens, which is a sizeable piece of land
but has a reputation for being difficult to
acquire a garden plot. From the gardens,
we walked to N Street Mini Park through
the charming alley between Pomona Drive
and the Corp yard, which has a slight
reputation for crime activity. The Mini
Park is another collaborative community
project that added a playground and a
wall mural. The park is valued to some of
the people it serves as a barrier from 5th
St and an open community spot. All in all,
the only green open spaces were the
Community Gardens and the Mini Park.
We began to better visualize the potential
the Corp yard had in serving the
neighborhood after exploring the area.

← City of Davis
Community Garden

Path behind
the Corp yard

→

← N St Mini Park
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Sketches of the Site
“The Alley” by Gabriella Moran

“The Wall” N St Park by Timothy Crowell
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Service Days: Removing Weeds from the
Roundabout + Cleaning the Mural
An important concept instructed in this course was
“service-based learning”. Not to be confused with simply
volunteering, service-based learning allows students to
engage with the community through completing tasks.
The two major services performed in this project were
weeding the roundabout at the Colgate and M street and
cleaning the mural at Duke and M street.
During the jobs, we had our first interactions with
residents who happened to be passing by. These
conversations made it evident that the mural was one of
the most coveted aspects of the neighborhood. A couple
of neighbors upon seeing out activity, approached the
team and thanked us for our work. We were able to have
some informal conversations with them about us, the
project, and their opinions about the Corp yard. From
our service, we were able to also see how important the
neighborhood is to residents and how much they
cherish the various projects that have been established
within the community.
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Relatogram
In the relatogram that the team produced, we aimed to identify the four major players that would be
involved in the site: businesses, community, city, and transportation. Our goal with the relatogram
was to identify the groups involved with the corp yard and use our final product to influence how we
designed the site.
Each of these major players has multiple subsections, all with their own agenda and values.
This exercise was really helpful for us to visualize the ways different groups of people might organize
themselves if the Corp yard site ever became available for purchase. To maintain the overall
neighborhood theme, we included a replica of the street mural at M and Duke street in the
background of the relatogram.
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SWOT Analysis of Site
Strengths: Davis Manor is located a few blocks from the heart of
Davis, which allows the inhabitants quick access to businesses
downtown. The community has built great relationships within
the neighborhood and display a general desire to make the
community a better place to live. They have a unique identity
ingrained throughout the neighborhood displayed by their quirky
art pieces and repetition of bamboo and fruit trees. With all the
positive qualities the area has going for it, people are concerned
about the future development of the corp yard that could bring
unwanted change. The corp yard is large, but is an awkward
shaped plot. The accessibility to main roads offers a lot of
opportunity for different development options.
Weaknesses: Davis Manor lacks green space and has poor
stormwater management. Transportation accessibility and
circulation out of the neighborhood is flawed. Cars trying to cut
through from Pole Line Road to L Street speed through and pose
a hazard to bicyclists and pedestrians. Though Davis manor is
close to downtown, only one protected pathway allows access to
bikes and pedestrians. The path also is a site where individuals
can misbehave. The isolation of the community raises some
concerns of potential development in the corp yard as they may
be “forgotten.” The City has not displayed a willingness to listen
to their opinions on other issues. The corp yard itself is fully
paved which will be a topic when considering development and
could limit types of land use like green space.
Opportunities: Enlarge the existing park area to improve green space to meet demands
of the community. Enhancing circulation of the neighborhood through the corp yard
redesign would allow more access to downtown and improve flow within the
neighborhood. The separation of pedestrians/cyclists from cars is important. A variety of
possible uses in the corp yard could meet the needs of Davis Manor. High density
multi-use buildings could be staggered down from 5th Street towards the residential
dwellings in order to mitigate blocking the sun and eliminate noise from the street.
Threats: The biggest threat to the community would be the City redeveloping the corp
yard site without allowing the involvement of the Davis Manor neighborhood. There also
could be a possible noise increase due to the removal of the wall at the end of N Street.
The redesign could bring unwanted change to the community like more traffic and an
increase in homeless seeking refuge in the green space. Opinions of homeless differ
greatly throughout the neighborhood. Also, the asphalt in the corp yard and the space’s
awkward shape could lead to less green space development.
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Surrounding Site Analysis 1: Axon Map
The following diagram is three
layers of axon map divided by
demographic, circulation and
environmental site analysis.
As you see, each color clearly
represents what they are
within the diagram.
For building use, we analysis
the user time association and
who can possibly use this site.
For circulation, we had two
sections comparing the safety
of bike accessibility and lastly,
for environmental axon map,
we calculated the percentage
of green space and support
the necessity of green space.
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Surrounding Analysis 2: Green Space and
User Time Analysis
According to the google map,
Davis Manor Neighborhood has
less than approximately 3% of
green space within their
community. In this analysis,
only public park and open
green space were included and
private garden were not
included. This visual strongly
suggests the necessity of green
space within the site.
In this communities, people
can be categorized into several
groups: residence, office user,
homeless, students, nearby
user and church users. They are
all potential users for our site. If
you see the diagram, the user
time of homeless population is
different from all the other
users. This analysis will
strongly guide community
members what possible
programs they can have within
those time range.
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City of Davis is encouraging bike users and
pedestrians instead of driving. Davis Manor
neighbors also wanted safe environment for
biking. According to google map, the roads
surrounding the Davis Manor Community
have bike path.
If you see section AA, the main road (L street)
has separated lane for bikers. There are not
clear boundary between automobile path,
bike lane and pedestrian path
However, if you see section BB (which locates
in the pathway inside of the neighborhoods),
there are not clear boundary between
automobile path, bike lane and pedestrian
path and even the space is very narrow for
bikers.
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Site Analysis Part 1: Circulation Analysis
The site analysis ended up being one of the trickiest
parts of the project for our group. Initially, since we
weren’t able to really explore the site in too much
detail, we focused on the greater neighborhood,
instead of the Corp yard site itself. Trying to
understand what to look for and how to analyze it took
multiple drafts (and plenty of discussions with our TA,
Kaylie Low), to complete a correct site analysis.

Our first concern with the site analysis was where and
how people were entering the site and how it could be
accessed in the future. Since the site is currently held
as property of the city, there are only two access points
right now. The main access point is midway along 5th
street. The majority of vehicles and people we saw
accessing the site used this entrance. There is also a
retractable door on L street that seems to allow
vehicles and people into the site. However, we did not
see anyone actually use this door to access the site.
The circulation of people and vehicles currently on the
site is pretty non-existent. Other than people walking
from their cars to the prefabricated buildings, there
wasn’t a lot of movement on the site. In the future, we
considered having two more access points. We
thought about having an access point at the corner of
L and 5t h street, right behind the gas station, and one
more at the southeast corner of the site. These were
early considerations and changed as we spoke more
with the community.
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Site Analysis Part 2: Greater Site Analysis

Looking beyond just the circulation of the site, we identified and analyzed some the existing features of the site. The
elephant in the room was the recently open daytime homeless shelter, located at the far western portion of the site. This is
an area of high contention within the neighborhood and a topic we tried to seperate from when talking about our project.
Within the site, there was a surprising amount of mature trees. However, the majority of the site was paved over,
inefficiently containing scattered buildings and cars. It was noticeable how narrow and dangerous it was for pedestrians
along 5th street next to the site. However, the portion of L street close to the site has nice sidewalks and wide bike lanes.
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Memo to the Community
After walking the site and familiarizing ourselves with
some community members, it was time to further reach
out to the community to provide a more formal
introduction as to who we were and what we were doing.
We wanted to make it clear that we were proactively
designing a site alongside these members, extending
them as equal partners in our design process.
Through creating a memo to be sent on the DMNC Listserv
with an attached a google form, we were able to get the
community thinking about the Corp Yard and what
potential it has for Davis Manor. The google form included
the following questions:
1. What would you like to see more of in your
neighborhood?
2. How would your answer in the previous
question improve quality of life in the
neighborhood?
3. What is your opinion of the Corp yard in its
current state?
4. Include your contact info (ie. Phone number,
address, email)
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Google Form Part 1: Data Results
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Google Form Part 2: How would your answer in the
previous question improve quality of life in the
neighborhood?
“Green space is directly linked to happiness and health so that is important. We currently have connectivity issues
with difficulty crossing major arterial streets on all sides of our neighborhood,”

“There is always a waiting list for the Community Garden, and it could be expanded and would benefit from more
amenities.”

“I'd like to see co-housing or some other form of affordable housing that would accommodate a mix of students,
families, seniors, etc.”

“It would beautify the interior of Davis contributing to the overall health and civic social capital - It would increase
safety in the area by upgrading pathways and park space, opening sight lines and allowing more people to use public
spaces.”

“Green space reduces anxiety and path connectivity encourages walking, community exchange, and welcomes
neighborhood gathering”
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Google Form Part 3: What is your opinion of the Corp
yard in its current state?
“It’s very loud and sometimes stinky…. I’m sure it creates air and water pollution and imagine these are higher in
our neighborhood, especially adjacent to the Corp yard.”

“It is an industrial eye-sore, and is noisy and smelly (fumes from equipment, and vehicles). It creates a feeling of
'dead space' on that section of 5th street that is inhospitable to pedestrians and bikes.”

“Hazardous to our health. I remember a time there were these films that were giving me a headache for days on end.
they finally stopped it.”

“It's an uninviting, walled off compound that creates a blight for the Davis Manor Neighborhood”

“I'm uninformed”
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Canvassing the Neighborhood
One of our major hurdles, especially early on in the
project, was getting neighbors thinking about the
Corp yard site. To accomplish this, during the last
week in January, we fanned out across the
neighborhood by going door-to-door. Between the
hours of 2pm-5pm on a Thursday, we advertised
the upcoming “Happy(ness) Hour”, introduced the
project, and got some opinions about what people
thought about the Corp yard.
In hindsight, this really wasn’t the best time to
reach out to try and contact neighbors. The
majority of homes we went to did not answer, and
there were a few who did not want to speak to us.
We did reach 58 individuals, but it does not
represent the needs of the entire neighborhood.
Nevertheless, canvassing did give us an
opportunity to get more data about what people
would want to see added in the site to improve the
neighborhood. We were glad that our opportunity to
introduce the project was achieved and that we
also got to socialize with some neighbors, and start
to getting people thinking about what could be
done with the Corp yard to improve quality of the
life for the entire neighborhood.
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Canvassing Data & Opinions
Total Participants: 58
Comments:
● Long wait for
community
garden plot
● Traffic on 5th
street
Specific Requests:
● Parks + Rec
● Parking
● High density
housing (max. 3-4
stories)
● One-stop-shop
● Public restroom
● Adult playground
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2/7/20: Happy(ness) Hour #1
We joined the community members for their monthly
Happy(ness) Hour, which is a Friday-night gathering for folks
in the neighborhood to meet up. Neighbors bring their own
eating utensils and food to share to minimize work for the
host. These gatherings encourage neighborhood ties and are
a catalyst for socialization in the community.
The first Happy(ness) hour we attended offered a great
opportunity to informally talk to the community about the
class, the project, and the Corp yard. Four representatives
from our team attended the evening, having fluid dialogue
about what could be done with the Corp yard site. We
provided visual examples of green space, gardening, and
buildings to help guide the conversation. Many of the
residents at Happy(ness) Hour gave us detailed descriptions
of the Corp yard, ideas for our design, and opinions of what
they believed were important for the community. It was great
to interact with so many of the residents and get them
thinking more about what could be added on the site. This
also gave us a deeper understanding of what residents
thought about the corp yard, and allowed us to better define
our roles in the design process.
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Community Workshop
In order to best use the information we’ve gathered to date, the needed to put on a community
workshop, fully engaging the community. N Street Cohousing graciously allowed us to use their
common house on Sunday, February 23rd between 2 pm and 5 pm. We promoted the event by
distributing flyers to neighbors and to the business owners on 5th Street, and planned activities that
would inspire community members’ input.
During our class time work session, we built a 3D model of the Davis Manor neighborhood where the
Corp Yard lies. We then detailed our agenda for the upcoming workshop, where we would use the
model as an interactive group activity.
We also spent a portion of this time detailing the agenda of the workshop, planning and timing each
activity.
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Planning
After all of the planning as a group, still a few
details needed to be worked out. What started as
tweaking a few last-minute details on the workshop
became entirely reworking it, rewriting the entire
agenda we had come up with in class. It then
spiralled into a small-scale mock workshop in a
team members’ apartment at 10 pm the night
before the event with roommates and friends as
subjects. New details in hosting a community event
popped up at every corner. However, once we
wrapped up our preparations we had a much
clearer vision of how the workshop for play out.
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Workshop Setup

We situated tables and seats to encourage guests to form groups of four. At each table of the
workshop event were sets of pink and green dots, blank maps, crayons, pencils, and
questionnaires. Each part of the workshop was planned to transition from activity to activity with
ease. Beginning with the asking the questions,” What is something you value about the Davis
Manor Neighborhood?” and “If this site (City of Davis Corp Yard) could improve your neighborhood
in one way, what would it be?”, and collected the responses, fueling dialogue regarding the Corp
yard. We then moved on to our interactive activities to gain inspiration, collaboration, and
envisioning plans (in that order).
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Exercise 1: Dots and Thoughts
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Exercise 1: Dots and Thoughts
This exercise built off of the example boards from the
Happy(ness) hour, this time separated into buildings,
paths, and open Space.
Participants were given 2 green dots and 2 pink dots per
board, which they could use to vote for the examples
that they liked or disliked for the site. Each group spent
5 minutes at each board, allowing for discussion on their
rationale for placing their dot placements. After a few
minutes was up,, they rotated to the next board, which
showed examples of the next category.
Once everyone had been to each board and had settled
back into their seats, team members led a discussion
asking questions to back the placed notes and post-it
notes.
These photos/images served as inspiration for the next
activity. Guests could then better identify their opinions
on types of space, informing the designs that they were
to make later on in the workshop.
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Dots and Thoughts - Paths

Common Likes:
● Vegetated paths
● Shaded paths
● Non car-accessible paths
Common Dislikes:
● Large areas of concrete
● No tree plantings
● Excessively wide paths
without shade
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Dots and Thoughts - Open Space

Common Likes:
● Green space
● Community plaza
● Garden plots
Common Dislikes:
● High surface area of
concrete
● Traditional lawns
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Dots and Thoughts - Buildings

Common Likes:
● Buildings which allowed
for green spaces
● Buildings with
community spaces
● Mixed-use buildings
Common Dislikes:
● “Mail-ordered” housing
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Exercise 2: Sketch and Swap
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Exercise 2: Sketch and Swap
We gathered groups of four to collaborate on
maps of Davis Manor with a blank space where
the Corp yard would be. Each person was at first
given two minutes to draw any sort of paths they
believed should be in the site (bike paths, walking
paths, etc). When the two minutes was up, each
map was passed to the left, and guests were then
given two minutes to add any buildings (housing
types, businesses, etc) to their new map. Again,
the maps were passed along, and guests then had
two minutes to add any types of open space
(gardening, seating, etc). Maps were passed along
again, and each person added any element to
their new map they felt it needed. Finally, each
person was passed the map they started out with.
We then discussed amongst our groups what
everyone had in common and what stood out.
Each group collaborated on a single, new design
that they agreed on.
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Exercise 3: Interactive Model
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Exercise 3: Interactive Model

Each team brought their map to
our interactive model of the site
to more thoroughly visualize
their designs. These activities
were a big hit amongst the
participants. This gave them
means of bringing their designs
to life, and tweaking as-needed
when visualizing the space more
properly.
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Interactive Model: Group 1
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Interactive Model: Group 2
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Interactive Model: Group 3
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Interactive Model: Group 4
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First Draft of Davis Manor Inﬁll Visioning
Design
We gained tons of insights and inspirations through
these workshop activities. We saw that giving community
members dot stickers, crayons, and collaborative
activities yielded a strong brainstorming yet child-like
environment. There was never a moment where
conversations came to a halt, giving us a constant
stream of feedback from our twenty to twenty five
participants. We compiled all our the information we
gathered and worked to gain a general consensus among
the community and our team.
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First Draft of Davis Manor Inﬁll Visioning Design
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Iteration 1: Pre Happy(ness)
Hour

Iteration 1 Rationale - Buildings
5 two story L shaped buildings (fig. A) along the southern edge of the corp yard. They are mixed use with
businesses on bottom and residences on top. The buildings are oriented in a way to create pocket parks in the
courtyards. The second floor of each L shaped building would consist of four apartment type units
1 community center (fig. B) located along 5th street has a two story, U shaped design. The inspiration behind
the design was to create a community gathering space that was based off of the ARC. The location is
important as it is centered in the main activities area making it a focal point for the community.
1 strip of town homes (fig. C) is located on the eastern edge of the property. They are two story residential
buildings slightly offset from each other. The height was important to consider due to the community gardens
being located behind the homes.
1 gazebo (fig. D) for entertainment purposes and community gatherings. The location is important because in
the center of the space. Programmable area around the location exists
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Iteration 1 Rationale - Buildings

Fig. A

Fig. B

Fig. C

Fig. D
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Iteration 1 Rationale - Paths & Parking
There is a roadway (fig. E) in between the existing businesses on 5th street and the proposed L shaped
buildings. It is 12 feet wide to allow one way traffic through the area.
Separate bike and pedestrian paths (fig. F) that link N street and 5th street. They form a roundabout (fig. G)
around the gazebo which improves circulation and slows down traffic.
The path from L street continuing east allows for access through the green space as well as connectivity to K
street park that lay on the other side of L street.
The west parking lot (fig. H) has L street access to allow residences in the building a place to park. Also this
space gives drive-up access to the businesses in the mixed use buildings.
The east side parking lot has a two way road from 5th street that runs parallel to the townhomes. This space
can be used by community gardeners and townhome residents.
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Iteration 1 Rationale - Paths & Parking

Fig. E

Fig. F

Fig. G

Fig. H
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Iteration 1 Rationale - Open Space
The main thoroughfare through the space is a green belt (fig. I) that stretches from east to west that lays north
of the mixed use residences.
The spaces between the L shaped mixed use buildings create programmable areas for the residents who live
there, such as raised garden bed areas (fig. J) specific to each building’s residents.
The patio area (fig. K) around the community center would provide plenty of seating and shade from shrubs
and trees. Keeping the ground unpaved and filled with sand or gravel would help reduce the heat island effect.
There is also ample green space (fig. L) around the gazebo site.
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Iteration 1 Rationale - Open Space

Fig. I

Fig. J

Fig. K

Fig. L
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3/6/20: Happy(ness) Hour #2
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3/6/20: Happy(ness) Hour #2

As the neighborhood has its monthly Happy(ness) Hour, we had one more opportunity to get
feedback from the neighborhood. Happy(ness) Hour gave us an informal space to display the designs
we’d come up with based on all of the information we gathered from all of our previous interactions.
We found that this final meeting with the neighbors was crucial in developing a solid, feasible plan
that we can give to the community. A lot of details were brought to our attention, like stormwater
management strategies, connectivity to the Community Gardens, the opportunity for higher density
housing, and different ways to use the open space we planned. We heard from a few new voices that
hadn’t participated previously, such as a community developer and a business owner on 5th street.
We gained a well-rounded perspective on how we can take the designs we had planned and further
improve them for Davis Manor.
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Iteration 2: Happy(ness) Hour Revised 1

A

B

Iteration 2 Rationale - Buildings
The 5 L shaped mixed use buildings (fig. A) where shifted northward and densified. We went from two-stores to
three-stories and now have eight units per floor. Each floor is 6400 sq ft and we propose stairways/corridors
on the exterior. First floor is still businesses, and the second/third floor are 800 sq ft residential apartments.
From these L shaped buildings alone, we have 80 housing units total.
We got rid of the 2-story townhouse complex (fig. B) in the east and moved that housing into the U-shaped
building that was previously proposed as a community center (fig. C). The building is now 3-stories, each floor
is 12,200 sq feet and we allotted around 20% of that space for halls and stairs. First floor is still a community
center, and the second/third floor are 1000 sq ft residential apartments. These add up to a total of 20 housing
units.
Gazebo (fig. D) is still located in the same area with minimal changes.
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Iteration 2 Rationale - Buildings

Fig. A

Fig. B

Fig. C

Fig. D
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Iteration 2 Rationale - Paths & Parking
The overall layout of the paths (fig. E) did not change dramatically. However, the connectivity to the community
gardens was an issue that was brought to our attention on the previous layout. By moving the townhomes that
were blocking the gardens (fig. F), connectivity was increased.
The street in between the L shaped buildings and the existing businesses on 5th street was widened to 25 feet
(fig. G) to allow for more space. It is a one-way street that can be accessed from L street and exists on 5th
street
With the removal of the townhomes on the eastern side we relocated the parking lot closer to 5th street (fig. H).
This location still allows for community gardeners to park and access to the activities area.
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Iteration 2 Rationale - Paths & Parking

Fig. E

Fig. F

Fig. G

Fig. H
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Iteration 2 Rationale - Open Space
The large green belt that spans the site was programmed with specified activities.
An outdoor art gallery installation (fig. I) as well as other sculptural type pieces to showcase art made by
neighbors or UC Davis art students.
A multigenerational activity area (fig. J) that acts as an extension of the N Street Mini Park.
Picnic areas and seating (fig. K) for parents to watch over their kids as they have coffee from a nearby cafe.
Rain Gardens (fig. L) were also added to handle stormwater and pollutant runoff from the expansive lawn
areas.
The community gardens were extended into the corp yard site more access to food systems.
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Iteration 2 Rationale - Open Space

Fig. I

Fig. J

Fig. K

Fig. L
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Section View A

Commercial Area

Section View B

Commercial Area

Iteration 3: Happy(ness) Hour Revised 2

A

Iteration 3 Rationale - Buildings
The L shaped buildings were swapped for buildings with high square footage. The are now 3 story tiered
buildings (fig. A) that step down to the north to alleviate any shading issues with the community. The half
facing the businesses on 5th will be the full 3 stories and the half facing north will only be 2 stories. With this
in mind, the first and second floor can accommodate twenty 850 sq ft units each, and the third floor will
contain half, just 10 850 sq ft units. Across the two buildings, this adds up to 100 total units.
The community center was removed to allow easier movement through the space from N street to 5th. In its
place, an extra commercial lot (fig. B) was added to the east of the Davis Media Access building that may be
proposed as an additional business or parking.
A 200 x 200 4 story mixed use co-housing unit (fig. C) was placed along 5th street. The location is important as
the building is facing the street giving greater visibility to the businesses located here. Can support upto
twenty 1600 sq ft residences per floor.
2 smaller mixed-use buildings (fig. D) were placed along L street to allow more visibility to businesses. The
first floor of each building is 2640 sq feet of business space. The second and third floor each consist of four
660 sq ft studio apartments, totaling 16 housing units.
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Iteration 3 Rationale - Buildings

Fig. A

Fig. B

Fig. C

Fig. D
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Iteration 3 Rationale - Paths & Parking
The roundabout connecting bike and pedestrian pathways from N street to 5th street has been replaced with a
straight, linear path going north to south (fig A). Our previous winding bike path going west to east (fig. B) still
allows access from L street to the existing community garden, but now consists of straight edge segments.
With such a high density of housing, two proposed parking lots (fig. C) sit between the two tiered 3-story
housing blocks as well as the low density mixed-use complexes. The one way street connecting L street to 5th
street remains the same but provides access to these two parking lots.

Open Space The mini pocket park niches between the L shaped buildings have been eliminated to give way to more square
footage in the residential buildings.
The art gallery, seating areas, and multigenerational activity area are still being proposed, but with a slight
modification to make this space feel more welcoming to older users (fig. D).
Our hope is that the community gardens become more integrated in the area. With the co-housing building
proposal, the community gardens would integrate well into the co-housing community.
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Iteration 3 Rationale - Path & Open Space

Fig. A

Fig. B

Fig. C

Fig. D
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Section View A

Commercial Area

Team Reﬂections
This project has been a unique and fulfilling challenge
throughout the entirety of the quarter. As someone who wants
to get into multi-family residential development after college, I
found the prospect of actively designing an infill site very
exciting. Working with the Davis Manor has been an absolute
joy throughout the design process. Davis Manor is a super
connected and engaged community and this made our role, as
designers, very easy. Through constant communication and
community outreach, I think we came up with a design that
captures the needs and wants of the community while still
letting us utilize some creative flair. If the Corp yard site ever
becomes available, I think the community would be very
content with the implementing the design we created.
–Harry Finnerty
I was looking over some companies over the summer and
many of them asked about some previous experience of
community engagement. As I was working as a team for Davis
Manor revisioning project, I absolutely learned how to
collaborate with other team members and coming to the
agreement with community members instead of myself. We all
had different skills however, none of those skills were less
valued when it came to work for this 10 week long project. Every
member in our group worked their best in order to create the
best work out of what we have and I believe the effort that we
put in this project will become a great base for future.
- Minkyu Cho

Getting to be a part of the world of Davis Manor for the past
two months has been incredibly fulfilling for me as a
student. This project gave me a platform to find my
personal strengths in being a teammate and a leader.
Throughout this process I’ve been in awe of each and every
one of my teammates unique and invaluable talents.
Davis Manor and all of its residents showed me just how
powerful individuals and communities can be when they
find unity. I deeply treasured the opportunity to work
alongside Robin, Emily, Jesikah, and everyone who gave us
the time of day who acted as guiding lights through our
design processes. I hope that the plans we produced satisfy
the neighborhood values that were expressed to us, and
serves Davis Manor as input for future city plans.
- Gabriella Moran
This special journey has been the most unique part of my
college life. Although I am only a junior (others in my group
are seniors), this class really helped me to apply what I have
learned into society and get familiar with the form of
cooperating design. Together with the neighborhood, we had
a fun time while coming up with the ideas and making it to
come true. I have been in this major for more than 2 years,
and this class brings me closer to my dream——improving
people’s life quality with my design. - Liangquan “Tony” Yu
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Team Reﬂections (cont.)
From what I have learned from this project, I believe I have
gained a realistic experience of what it is like working with a
team, interacting with a community, and finding real-world
design solutions. Interacting with the community and
observing the different types of people and opinions allowed
me to see the difficulties of designing and how it is
important to note that every opinion matters. I also realized
that nobody knows a place better than the people that live
there, and the expertise of someone who occupies a space is
crucial to a designer. This project also made me realize
what my role was, and what I was better at, while also
revealing the multiple things I needed to better myself in.
Overall, I think the experience I’ve gained from working with
the Davis Manor team and community will be important to
me and my future endeavors. -Natalie Liu
This class and this project has made me realize just how
essential community input is in any design. Both the
neighbors and the designer have their expertise that they
bring to the table. Good and consistent communication is
key in keeping both parties informed during all parts of the
process. No one voice should have more weight than
another, and the final design shouldn’t feel like a watered
down version of what is possible for any site. Overall, in
order to envision and create sustainable sites that will
actually get used, involving the community should always
be the first step. - Cris Martinez

What a great 10 weeks with the Davis Manor Community, CATs
and my 141 group. Robin, Emily and Jessikah were vital in this
project's success. Without their prolonged community
engagement within Davis Manor, we would not have been able
to produce such thorough visions of what he Corp Yard might
be. My group was stellar. We met every challenge head on and
someone was always ready to step up when we needed it. The
project itself really shed light on the importance of
improvement through community engagement. Many ideas
were shared throughout the process that would have never
crossed our minds as designers and our final renderings are a
testament to the comprehensive understanding the Davis
Manor community has of their neighborhood. There are not
many places that share the same involvement levels as Davis
Manor. My hope is that through our assistance in the process,
we have helped them envision change while still preserving the
community they have worked hard to establish. - Timothy
Crowell
Class helped me to understand the importance of
communication with community partner in the design process.
Our team have clear role task for each one. Which lead us to
finnish better design and rendering by collecting community
partner perspective. lecture and reading helps us to organize
the workshop and timeline. Overall, it is my first time to collect
idea from real client in the class. I gain a lot of experience by
working with my teammates. - Zixu Cao
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